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On Finite Groups Generated by Odd Transpositions,, II 
Let G be a finite group and w a set of positive integers. A subset D of 
involutions of G is a sef of w-trunspositiixs if G ‘D , D’; I) and 
i 142 E w u 12) for anv choice of distinct u and z’ in I). If w = (n}, D is said 
to be a set (tf 77-tmnspositions; if w is the set of all positive odd integers then 
D is said to l>e a set qf odd transpositions. 
‘This paper continues the classification begun in [I] of groups generated 
h!- odd transpositions. C’ertain results proved there allow us to assume the 
following hvpothesis without loss of generality: 
HTIJ~TI~Y~I~ c‘. D is a conjugacy class of odd transpositions qf the finite 
group G. 9(D) is connecfed. u E D, a is the maximal set qf imprimitizity qf 
6” contaiuin,g II, H -= S:ll,:, and N =mm 0.(/l). 
The notation used above is explained in Section 1. FI is transitive on I),“, 
so lx induction one can assume H to be a known group. The classification of 
groups generated b!, odd transpositions thus reduces to characterizing G by fl. 
The main result of this paper supplies one such characterization. 
‘I’HWRI:AI 1. Let G sati!fy Hypothesis (‘. .-3ssume G has no nontrizial 
solz~abke rrormal s&group, and all triangles in II are of fire second kind. ‘Then I) 
is a set of 3-transpositions of G, or G Cl,- (5). 
If D,‘.lI *lII is a set of 3-transpositions of FI/;lI or if fl is solvable then H 
contains onlv triangles of the second kind. 
positions have been classified bv Fischer [3]. 
Groups generated hv 3trans- 
As a corollary to Theorem 2 wc have that if G is a group generated b! 
I/-transpositions then either G is solvable or n 3. 
‘I’I~~RI:~I 3. Let G be a jinite group with no nontriz*ial solvable normal 
subgroup and assume G acts as a rank 3 permutation group, by conju,aation, on a 
subset 11 qf inzvlutions. Then D is a set of 3-transpositions of \‘D>. 
If I) is a set of 3-transpositions of G with G’ simple, then Fischer has 
shown that G has such a rank 3 representation. 
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A number of the ideas and much of the notation used here were suggested 
by Fischer’s paper. 
1. X~TATI~S 
Let 11 be a set of odd transpositions of G. G is represented as a pernlutation 
group on D by conjugation. For il < D and fI I 1 G, we denote b!- If, , II(O), 
the pointwise, global stabilizer of d in II, respectively. Set /[A lI(A),;H, 
with induced permutation representation. LI is a set of iwzpri~zit~~ it\, for G” 
if13 rids 2 for all g t G -~ ,\‘&l, and :’ A ;’ D. 
Let A he a set of imprimitivity of G . ” \\:c make the following definitions: 
11, {at A” : [01, A] I, .Y A;, 
D,” {a E a: E D,), 
A’ I), u (4, 
1 - 2 A (; _ A .I 
1-J ;aEA”: o1J A 1 8 ,( 
TV-J (n.E 13’; : II, I),;. 
9(dc) is the graph with vertex set A” and edges (A!‘, 1”) for -1” E DA’{. 
-#(AC) is the block design with point set A”, block set [<Y‘ : x E A(;) 
and incidence defined by inclusion. The line through CY and ;3 is 
CC c /3 is sirqular if p E 01~ and hyperbolic if /3 E A, 
DY2 [UZ : u E II,, ) u ED). H _ G is a D-subgroup if II 11 n 11~ 
The D-width or width of G is , 5’ n D i where .S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
A triangle in G is a triple (u, w, 2.) with u t D, v E D,, , and PC t .-I,, n <-1,. 
(u, zc, c) is a triangle of the first, second, third kind, if I UWL is ~1, 4, 22. 
respectively, where n >-- I is odd. 
O,(G) is the largest normal solvable subgroup of G. X11 groups arc 
finite. 
We continue the numbering of results from [I]. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
LEMMA 5. I. Let G he a group with 0 .(G) -=- 1. L4ssume G acts faithfully 
as a rank 3 permutation group, by conjugation, on a subset D of imolutions. 
Then D is a set of p-transpositions for some odd prime p. 
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Proof. Let u E D. If D, is empty, Glauberman’s Z*-theorem [4] implies 
G :=m O(G) C,(U); if d, is empty then (D:> is Abelian. In either case as 
O,(G) 1 we have a contradiction. So as C,(U) has exactly three orbits on D 
by hypothesis, these orbits must be {u}, D,, , and ,3,, Thus, in particular 
‘mr(,( ---p must be constant over 2~ E ,-1,, Suppose p is not prime, say 
,O -~ nm. Then z -= U(UZU)” ED and uz has order m f p, so m = 2. Similarly 
II ~= 2, so p =mm 4. But then a theorem of Baer [2] implies ‘Dl, is a 2-group, 
a contradiction. 
Lmn1.4 5.2. Let p be an odd prime and D a class of p-transpositions of 
the nonsolvable group G. Then p ~~ 3. 
Proqf. ;\ssume false and let G be a minimal counter example. Clearly 
()x(G) I. By Theorem I (of [I]) 9(D) is connected, so G satisfies 
Hypothesis C. 1Iinimality of G implies H is solvable, and, thus, by 3.7 
(of [l]) all triangles of I-I are of the second kind. Therefore by Theorem 2, 
* :_ 3. 
Theorem 3 follows directly from the preceding two lemmas. 
6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 6. I. Let D he a class of odd transpositions of G and AT a normal 
s14hgroup of odd order of G. Let u E D. Then (1) If w E D n Nu then zu E W,, . 
(2) Jf u t (D,,? then N :;I, Z(G). 
Proqf. (1) Let z! E D,, . As ,V has odd order D,, n KU is empty. Thus, 
ucL( 7cz‘ mod I\; has even order, so z’ E D,,. 
(2) It suffices to show u centralizes N. Suppose not. Then u inverts 
some .Y F L\--- and by part (l), ZL’ = XL’ E W,, Thus, u E (D,,) centralizes z, 
a contradiction. 
I,EMnr,l 6.2. Let D be a set of odd transpositions of G, u E D. Then either 
I -(, or FIT,, equals {u]. 
Proof. Suppose I; E L-l& ~ {u), ZL‘ E I;t’,( -- {u$. Then z(: E D,. C uL, so 
7c CT I),, =m I),,. , a contradiction. 
I-,mm.a 6.3. Let D be a class qf odd transpositions of G, N :: O(G), 
.lI O,(G). Then one qf the follozcing holds: (1) DN;‘N is a set of 3-tmns- 
positions of G!‘S. 
(2) .%I:_\’ is in the center of G/-V. 
(3) A\7 is in the center qf G. 
Proof. Assume ZILV::N is not a set of 3-transpositioIls of G .V. 1,c.t LI \: /), 
K == O,,,(G). Then there exists zc E .-;1,, ~~ uK \vith ~ uzc ’ i 3. If l$ n I),, 
is empt>- then ,:u “: has width one so cj uE; nh- _ A’ and K X is centralized 
by u and, therefore, hl- G lI . Therefore. he .II and (2) holds. 
So wc mar- assume 2’ c & n /I,, As uzc is odd and u 7 md K. ‘7”Zi 
is also odd. Therefore, (u, ZO, z>) is a triangle. I,et dI- 21, u’, 7’ .V is solvable 
so by 3.7 and 3.8, C‘~&U) uB where B is an elementary 3-,qroup. and as 
uw i,‘E 2. Thus, ZL C uE- I> ,, , so 131. 6. I .\- is in the ccntcr 
of G. 
LEnlhrA 6.4. Ilet D he a class of odd tsanspositio~is qf the soh~il~le ,yroup G 
and 9 O(G). Then either DLViK is a set of 3-tunnspositiom of G’ .\‘, or G’ 
is 2-closed. 
Proof. Let G he a minimal counter example. Hy 6.3 either G S is .\lxlian 
in which case X G’, contradicting the choice of G, or .\- Z(G). But 
then minimalit! of G implies (G’:\:)’ (;‘I\; is ?-closed, and. thus, (;’ is 
?-closed. 
LEIKUA 6.5. IJet 1) be n class of odd transpositions of G, <I OJ G), 
u E I), zc E .-I /, ( G (,)~:u, zc . Then Q [(;), u][Cl, 7~1, Z(G) [O, U] n [Q, 7’1, 
and i Q 77z% where 772 ~ C,(u)l, n Z(G) 
Psoof. Let E’ :~ [[I, u][Q, w]. [Q, u”‘] [Q, u][@ W] h!- 3.8, 50 P is 
normalized hv G ,‘[Q, u], U, ml>. u centralizes Q/F, so G/F has \\idth one, 
and, thus, Q‘~ F. % [Q, u] n [Q, w] . . IS centralized hv G, since Iv 3.2 
,,u, [Q, U] is Ahelian. Denote 1)) har the homomorphism of G to G %. 
0 is Ahelian and 1,~ 3.8 [Q, ZLI] is transitive on Qu n II, so [Q, U]U ( ‘a(u). 
By 3. I C,(U) n C,(Y) C,(W) for z F I),, , so as c)zc’ n 11 1 _ I,, \\c’ ha\-e 
[Q, cl (‘&U) and % Z(G). So (-, 771%. 
I,EnIzUx 6.6. I,et G satisfy llypothesis C’ with O,(C) I Then ei/hes c; 
is the wrath product f3f f,,(q), q 2 wen, 11~8 S,, , or C; is.faithful 011 1~1. 
Proyf. Let k- he the kernel of the action of C on &. Bssumc K 1 and 
G is not isomorphic to L,(q) wreathed with S,, Then as P/(/I) is connected 
3. I I implies K G’ is simple. But then s\r: G : R G : (i’ 7 
contradicting the connectivit!. of P(n). 
l+o$ Assume ,‘a has width greater than one and let u, c E a, c t D,, . 
UC fires x pointwise. Let /I E A-J,, b E p, .V -=- /a, b, c , Q ~~ O,(S). By 
hypothesis an!; triangle (N, d, c) is of the second kind, so by 3.8, S ~~~ 12 a, 1): 
and a n .I- ~~ a[Q, a]. Claim a- n S r a. For assume d t ‘y 5 I), . 
As a’ n ,Y = a[@ a] d[,Q, d]. ar ~~ de for some P E & n .X7. Thus, 
I), 2 CD(a) n C,(c) --=~ Co(ac) CD(&) C CD(n), contl-adicting n t y I Y. 
Thus, a’ n -Y < w But P E b’ n .V < p as acb ~ 4, so ac normalizes 8. 
.k p \vas chosen arhitraril\- from --J, , ac fists N pointwisc, contrarc to 
hypothesis. 
Proof. Assume S is not transitive on A :- S n I). ‘Then il A, A, 
for some nontrivial A- invariant partition of A. If is transitive on D,* by 3.4, 
so I), c A, or Ll, ) say the former. B!; 3.2 [A1 , A,] I, so for 2.td2np, 
I), ( A, (T I),, and thus 3, 7 /I, Therefore, A r :\TD(Q,) a~. 
So assume S” is transitive. Then as u E A and /3 Cr A for p E D, , transitivit! 
of .\--’ implies z C A. Thus, C,(U) Z A. l’ransitivity of S” implies C,(d) E A 
for any tl E A. Thus A is a union of components of 9(D), so connectivity of 
P(D) implies D il. Dut by hypothesis S ,: G. 
The next lemma is essentiall!- 3.3.4 from [3]. 
Z’voof. Let S =- C,(u)~\, f z A,, ~ N. Let A be an orbit of .Y on r, 
N E .-1, b F r n D,, . BY hypothesis (a, u, b) and all triangles in ‘\a, u, b: are of 
the second kind, so by 3.8 there exists s E ,Y n ia, u, b \, with a,” 6. Thus 
/I,, n rm:- A. Let B(u, a) be the component of P(r) containing a. By the 
atx~\~e ZZ(u, u) L :I. 
1st rf t f),, n --I,, . By hypothesis ucfa has order four so ~1”‘~ E I),. Also 
(a”)“” c I),,“. ‘I’herefore, ud not-malizes C =- H(u, a) u B(u, u”). If 
ti t I),, n D,, clearly ud normalizes C. Finall!- u normalizes C. ‘Thus, .-I ( 
and either H JYU, CJ) .-1 or R n B” is empty and Z-1 21H 
C’hoosc .I of maximal order and r t 1’ - .-I. Then ;3 !- .-J,, and R < B(c, a) 
by the above. suppose .1 R. Then maximality of I A 1 implies U = B(r, a) 
is an orbit of ,~C,(c) :. So ‘\ C’,(U), CD(c)“ “XD(U),, ; C, and, therefore 
I,!- 6.8, c F y c a contradicting the choice of c. Therefore, H n H” is empty 
and PI 2 R I. 
If D,, centralizes B then o( is a proper subset of IC, . But rl/, is a set of 
imprimitivity of P, contradicting the maximalitv of Z. So let d E 3 i- II, , 
tf t .-I,, \lTe have shown Ri H” so --I C --I,, BV masimalitv OF A , 
d : B(d, a) U B(d, a”) is an orbit of I),, Thus by 6.8, 8 E I-, ljut 1; 
is a set of imprimitivitv of G contradicting the mavimalitv of ,y. 
LeatntA 6.10. /‘et G safisfy Llypofhesis C’, with H i,lL isornorphir to S, and 
P z”” for 7: t /3 E- II, . .-3ssume ,A! is an rlenienf of G ,fixin;: /II’ poinftcisr ,fool 
each /3 it1 oil. l’hen .Y arts trivially on ~6;. 
Proof. Assume not and let S he of minimal distance from LY such that 
x does’not fix 6 pointwise. By hypothesis d(ol, 6) _ x 1, so there exists a chain 
/3yS in Q’(S) with d(a, /3) d(u, 6) -~ 2. So .x fixes p’ and yL pointwise. 
The hypothesis on H imply there exists n in I), n I)., n 11, , and minimalit!- 
of tl(ol, 6) implies s fives ui pointwise. Let II, ,‘D, and M, Or(H,). 
.T acts on f1r/;V 1 S, and fires (r n I), and y’ n D, pointwise, so s 
centralizes I-Ii/M, Thus, .Y fixes 0 t/“i for am 0 in L), , contradicting 
the choice of 6. 
7. PROOF 01’ ‘I‘HEORERI 2 
In this section, G is a counter example of minimal order to ‘Theorem 2. 
A contradiction is arrived at after a number of lemmas. 
IAE~VMA 7.1. L-111 triangles in G are qf the st~~md kind. 
Proof. B,, := {c E D : WC E I);. If B,, is nonemptv then B, is nonempt! 
for 2’ t j3 E D, and B,. C I-,. C /3. Hy hvpothcsis II contains no triangles of 
the first kind so v centralizes D, and thus by 3.3. /3 E I:, . But Km is a set of 
imprimitivit! of G” contradicting the maximalitv of ill. So B,, is empty, and, 
therefore, G contains no triangles of the first kind. 
Suppose (u, w, U) is a triangle of the third kind and let 2 lx the involution 
in ~uzw , il C,(z) and K ;d‘ U, 7‘, and YC are in the same orbit d, 
of K on d. If d, is a second orbit then h!- 3.2 [A, , A.,] ~- 1 so that :D,,,:z 
contains the triangle (u, w, C) for h E p n d, This contradicts the hypothesis 
on H, so K is transitive on d. Alinimalitv of G implies .9(d) is disconnected. 
so bv Theorem 1, augmented by arguments in 4.4, K/O,,(K) is isomorphic 
to&(q), Sz(q), or Z;,(y), q -) 2 even. Let 0 O,(K). If 0 . Z(K) then b! 
3.16 either z E 0 or G contains a I)-subgroup X with K ’ -Y and XjZ*(-U) T< 
O,-(S). In the first case H contains a triangle of the third kind, so assume S 
exists. 
Then -Y has width three and (H n .L)/(Ff n Z’(,\)) is isomorphic to 
S5 . I,ct S hc a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing u, c, and 2. B!; 3.2 c<S’ n II 
is Abelian and by 3.6 s E ~‘S n I) . So as .Y has width three, G has width 
three. Bv minimality of G, either 1-I is solvable or /1,*:11,‘.11 is a set of 3- 
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transpositions of H/AI. The former is impossible since /I n S is not solvable. 
Therefore, as N has width two and contains a S5 section, 6.1 of [3] implies 
Il,~M y S, , and .l’l:‘R Z(fI/R) \vherc R O(H). 
1,et c c p, II, : (0,; , and R, mm; O(H,). As G has width three, /3 ~~ IVr , 
so p r Z’R. suppose 1’3 Zig. Then [@, R] normalizes dK 6 ft.)r anv 
(1 E 6 c II, ) so [c, R] fiws a’ pointwise. As H, .;i C&3) is transitive on 
I),1 , [r., R] fixes 8’ pointn-ise for all S F /I!3 ‘Thus, 6.6 and 6.10 impl! 
[‘is, R] I. Therefore, R %(II) .\I. Rut then \ C S and 1)~ 6.8, 
G -I-:- 0, (5). 
SO let h t z:~ - j3. D,, n II,. C II,, n II,. and if zP(~,~) I’ uR1 then II, i 
“/I,, n /1, , zP(~~~) ’ <‘I),, _ implying that h E lit’, -- /3, contradicting the 
choice of 6. So ~~(‘~,rj) ~~1 for all rl E D,, n D,. As V(D,) is connected 
this cqualitp can be extended to all d E I>,, . But then ~~1 lc,, ‘Y, a 
contradiction. Therefore, Q $ Z(K). 3.13 implies that O,(K),‘Q 7 %‘(K,iQ). 
Let h uz‘z. b t I) b!- 3.6. Let b c p. Assume a’ E 3. Then D, n D!: 2 A 
and centralizes U, ‘L’, and r’,, so \‘D, n I),, _ is Abclian. Indeed ,‘D,* TI h1 is 
Abelian so O,,,(IQ II’. It follows that 
and if 11, n I>, is noncmpty then p ~~ I ‘h has order 2’. However considering 
A, i ir: np, ~ 7: 2’(y -- l):m, and ~ /3 n K ~ 2%, with m ;, 1 as u, 7% E a. 
Thus, if D, n D,, is empty, ~1 y ~~ 1 and 6’ n II,‘* /I n K has order 
2qq ~ 1) ~~ 2s, contradicting y .J 2. So 2’ /3 ~~ p n K ~~ 2’m, 
impossible as wl :, 1 divides 9 ~- 1. 
It follo~w that all triangles (u, w, u) with u E (Y are of the second kind, 
and therefore by 6.7 ,131) has width one. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K 
containing u and c, and let L ‘S n D, ZL’,,. As Q $ Z(K), P ~~ O,(L) -& 
Z(L) so there exists a E Pu n D, . As c:ol> has width one, u $01. ,4s H is 
transitive on D,%*, there exists a triangle (u, c, u) of the third kind. Let t be the 
involution in c,uuc: and S, a Sylow 2-subgroup of \ C,(t) containing u and a. 
S, n /) and S n D are conjugate in C,(U) n C<;(u), so without loss of 
generality bvc ma!- assume t E YS n D: L. 
I, satisfies the hypothesis of 3.15, so t -~ uu(uat) c/e for some e E Z(L), 
d EL n 11. Also tu a(uut) E Dz and d 2P for some .Y t (C,(t),\, so 
td (tu).” E 1Y. Thus c 7 td E I)‘, say e 7s. Therefore, CD(e) = 
CD(~) n CD(s), so L :-: \C‘,(Y) . Hut th’. 15 IS a contradiction as L contains 
a triangle of the third kind. 
LEhInrA 7.2. G is rank 3 OIZ 01~. 
Proqf. By 3.4 H is transitive on I), , and bv 6.9 and 7.1, (C,I[U)\ is 
transitive on -3,. 
LEJlhlA 7.3. 7Xer.e exists ‘zc t :I), Y with ~17~ ’ 3 
PI-oaf. Assume not. Let b t /3 F --I,, ( ‘r : t. Then c/j has order three h\, 
assumption, so h’ c,~‘. Therefore, since 1,~ 6.7 I fl‘ rr;, \vc‘ have 
p’ (Lr;,)” II’,,’ IL’,” (H’,)l’ (rl-(,)” 
U~J no]-malizcs 13. C’learlv UT fixes ,Y p,,intli;sc~r’;h . :““’ 
/P. Thus, 
ele ore, 142’ fixes \(Y 
pointwise. But as I) is not a set of 3-transpositions of G and uzr 3 for- 
any ec i -4 /( t. nt’ can choose 7’ ~1 ,A j2li. So w I, contradicting 6.6. 
IAl’~lhI.~ 7.4. 0(/f) %(ff). 
Proof. Let h O(H) and assu1ne K ! Z(U). Suppose I-I has width 
one, and let (u, 20, 7’) be a triangle and .\ u, w, c‘ 7.1 and 3.8 imp]!, 
, u n .Y is Abelian, so as H has width one, A\. has width t\vo. ‘l’herefore, 
3.8 implies .\- ‘v S, So ucc has order three. But as a triangle (u, TL’, c*) exists 
for an\ zc E :I ,, II,, -1 /, IY, 7.3 \klds a contradiction. ‘I’hus, /I has 
width greater than one. 
1Iinimalitv of G implies .‘J(UJ is disconnected ol- 1),-,.11/:11 is a set of 
3-transpositions of !i/;VI. (Recall M O., (II)). And in the first case Theorem 
1 implies II is solvable. Thus, as Ff has width greater than one, 6.3 implies 
D,,^K;k- is a set of 3-transpositions of /f/h. 
Let 7; c /3 E D, 2.1.4 of [3] implies that if I),. n I),” I),. n II,’ with 
CE II,‘, then c i +. Tn particular since 13 If’,. , /j E 2~~. -4s H has width 
greater than one‘ wc can choose c t y 5 I), n --II? ~~- PK. By the above there 
exists tl- 11,,’ n I), n .-I,. . Let -Y 2‘. C, (1’ .Y,‘(K n .V) 2y S, as D;K:b 
is a set of 3-transpositions of l//k‘. 13~ 3.8, O(S) I, so .\- 'Y' s, md 'i'( 
has order three. IS\, 7.2, C,(r) is transitive on .-I, /3 so w has order three 
for any c E .-I,, ~~ /3, contradicting 7.3. 
Pro/If. Hy 7.4, O(ff) .: Z(H). If 0 O?(H) is in the center of II then 
211 Z(H) and I),‘il~/J1 is a set of 3-transpositions of H/:V, so that D,- is a 
set of 3-transpositions of Il. Let h E /3 c D, , cc: --I,, Let c L y. FVith 7.2 
we ma!. assume y c- I),, . Thus 6, r E M, so bc has order three. Therefore, D 
is a set of Stranspositions of G, a contradiction. 
So Q :, Z(U), and there exists c/ h in @I n Il. II, i n i) I);” r-l d 
so by 6.2 [II: Ir;, ,B. Thus, ,Y {u). So G” is rank 3 bv 7.2, and thcreforc 
b!- ;. I, I) is a set of p-tl.““spositions for some prime p. Minimality of G and 
Theorem 1 imp]! Ii is solvable. 6.4 and 7.4 imply H’ is 2-closed. 
lsing the notation of D. Higman [5], let II D , k ; I> ,, 1, 1 .J,, 1 
X I),, n D,. I md ,I n,, n I),, , where 7’ t /I,, and rc L- .-I,, n D,. Let 
Nl + , where 0 _ O,(H). 
Pwof. -1s II is solvable and D is a set of p-transpositions of G, II is a 
(2, p)-group. Thus, y H’ : Q%(H)~ is a power of p. As II is 2-closed 
x 111 - I and k qm. II,, n D,. n I),,. is empty so D,, n I),,. ) has width 
one. ‘I’hus, p II,, n D,,. ( is a power of p. h result of Higman [5] 
implies I /7(/r ~ h - l);‘p “PQ(Q ~~~ I);p. 
IS!- 6.9. 14 H is transitive on .-I,, so as IIiui is a {I, pj-group, 2 and p are 
the only prime divisors of I. Thus q ~~ I is a po\n-er of 2. Xs I) 3, q m-z p
is prime. So by 6.5, II : == 2pnzPe, and Z(H) 0. 
The block design A(&) contains nk/m(m + I) 77p:(m -~ I) singular 
lines so np 0 mod(m -t- I). But p p or 1 and if p = 1, then rzp 
PC P I)’ mod(w + 1). Thus, asp ~ I and wz are powers of 2, nl + I p. 
However. (p - A)” -I 4(/z ~~ p) m: 5~17~ must be a square bx. a result of 
Higman [5], a contradiction. So p p. 
Proof: % Z(H) [Q, E] b\. 6.5, so %(u“ is elementary. B\: 7.6 hyper- 
bolic lines I( r FC m= :U 
line through 21. L\Toi. 
PC n D have order p. Z ‘u,; fixes every hyperbolic 
u ) ‘ZC : 3 LY(,(U * 20) so .V,,(u * zu)jCJu :i; w) is 
metac!clic. Thus, % ZL TV u;, n-here 7’ fixes u * zc pointwise, since %, u 
is elementar\-. -1s : D,, C,;(T) is transitive on hyperbolic lines through N, 
7’ fists .A, pointwise. Thus, 7' centralizes D, so T I. 
LKwl.\ 7.8. p 3. 
Proof. I~\- 6.9, K =- H u is transitive on -gl( , so &( p ~ I) 1-~ 
~ l‘c : f’k.(P(‘) Ii I t- where c I (-‘n(w). Dy 7.6 and 7.7 Ki 4pn”. 
Therefore c 4p/( p ~ I) is an integer, so p ~~ 3 or 5. Hut if p ~ 5 then 
C 5 Ivhich is impossible as T E c’,(w). 
I,ek~as 7.8 and 7.5 contradict the existence of G and establish Theorem 2. 
